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Math:
Skip around and do what you can. Don’t worry about some of the question numbers being out of
order. :)
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(Use 3.14 for pi for Question 38)

42-43. A manufacturer wants to make a box with a volume of 24 cubic feet.
Sketch two possible designs for the box.
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45. You flip two coins. What is the probability BOTH coins land on heads?
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ELA
Circle your teacher’s name: HOLLOWAY

SHUMAN

Hello! The project below is a narrative writing assignment.
● You may write this by hand, or you may use a computer.
● If using a computer, make sure you DOUBLE SPACE your writing and use no more than a
12pt. Font of Arial or Times New Roman ONLY. If writing by hand on paper, skip lines.
● The story should be no more than 1900 words. Include a word count at the bottom of
your story.
Write a narrative story making CERTAIN that you include the following items in your story. You may
use symbolism (instead of an egg, it’s a new start or a new beginning). Make sure you use the
CHECKLIST BELOW and the RUBRIC to write, revise, edit,and publish your story. It is imperative that
you use the RUBRIC to
evaluate your writing BEFORE you turn in your story.
Items to include in your story are below. Check them off after you use them.
_______The numbers 7,13, and 19.
_______A match( or a symbolic meaning of fire, passion, etc. )
_______Gold or precious metal (or another symbol of wealth/greed)
_______An uncontrollable element of nature (rain, virus, sun, moon)
_______Dialogue with dialogue tags “Amy rolled her eyes as she simpered sarcastic comments to her
girlfriends under her breath.”
_______ I read the rubric BEFORE I wrote the story, so I started with the problem, and included
dialogue and/or an action at the beginning to start with an engaging lead. I checked my spelling, I
included the items above, and I was creative. I didn’t use characters from a TV show, video game, or
another book I’m reading. I made up the story on my own.
The rubric is on the following page. It is worth a total of 100 points.
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Mentor Sentence Practice
Underline INDEPENDENT clauses with a straight line or highlight YELLOW. (Remember, Guess
what? Does it have a BRICK WALL?)
Underline DEPENDENT clauses with a curvy line or highlight GREEN. (Does it start with
subordinating conjunction? Does it have a BRICK WALL?)
Put PHRASES in ( ) and label them. (Prepositional Phrase, Infinitive Phrase, Gerund Phrase, etc.)
*All of these sentences are excerpts from Bill Brittan’s The Wish Giver. It is a Newberry Honor
book that you might enjoy reading.
Example:
As soon as her folks

brought her home(from the Church Social), Rowena Jervis

scurried

(up the stairs) (to her room).

1.

Henry stayed the whole day.

2.

I expect your Pa would like you inside and me gone.

3.

Rowena barely finished telling Sam and Henry about Thaddeus Blinn’s magic before she
burst into bitter tears.

4.

It seemed to Rowena that something about Sam had changed.

5. His face wasn’t that of a boy anymore, but that of a man.

6.

And when he spoke, it was in a man’s voice, strong and sure, yet soft and comforting.
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Answer the following questions based on the sentence that appears below.
Oh, maybe they’d learned a few things from what had happened when they’d wished
unwisely, but I’d rather tell my story and leave the teaching to others.

1.

In the sentence above, what part of speech is the word “Oh.”
a. ADJECTIVE
b. ADVERB
c. NOUN
d. INTERJECTION

2. How many BRICK WALLS (subject and predicate groups) are in the sentence above?
____.
3. What type of sentence is the sentence above?
a. SIMPLE
b. COMPOUND
c. COMPLEX
d. COMPOUND-COMPLEX

Answer the following questions about the sentences below.
1.

The twins helped Polly set the wing and bandaged it tight to the crow’s body before
leaving for home. What are the underlined words below?
a. Prepositional phrase
b. Infinitive phrase
c. Gerund phrase
d. Participle phrase

2. Fill in the sentence below with a verb.
Dogs ________________ cars. (Dogs is the SUBJECT, you add the verb, cars is the
DIRECT object.)
3. Fill in the sentence below with a noun.
____________________ are reptiles that have no legs and slither on the ground.
4. Fill in the sentence below with a DIRECT OBJECT.
Cats drink ____________________.

Directions: Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Refer to the text
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to check your answers when appropriate.
Garbage cans are not magical portals. Trash does not disappear when you toss it in a can. Yet, the
average American throws away an estimated 1,600 pounds of waste each year. If there are no magic
garbage fairies, where does all that trash go? There are four methods to managing waste: recycling,
landfilling, composting, and incinerating. Each method has its strengths and weaknesses. Let's take a
quick look at each.
Recycling is the process of turning waste into new materials. For example, used paper can be turned
into paperboard, which can be used to make book covers. Recycling can reduce pollution, save
materials, and lower energy use. Yet, some argue that recycling wastes energy. They believe that
collecting, processing, and converting waste uses more energy than it saves. Still, most people agree
that recycling is better for the planet than landfilling.
Landfilling is the oldest method of managing waste. In its simplest form, landfilling is when people bury
garbage in a hole. Over time the practice of landfilling has advanced. Garbage is compacted before it is
thrown into the hole. In this way more garbage can fit in each landfill. Large liners are placed in the
bottom of landfills so that toxic garbage juice doesn't get into the ground water. Sadly, these liners don't
always work. Landfills may pollute the local water supply. Not to mention that all of that garbage stinks.
Nobody wants to live next to a landfill. This makes it hard to find new locations for landfills.
As landfill space increases, interest in composting grows. Compositing is when people pile up organic
matter, such as food waste, and allow it to decompose. The product of this decomposition is compost.
Compost can be added to the soil to make the soil richer and better for growing crops. While
composting is easy to do onsite somewhere, like home or school, it's hard to do after the garbage gets
all mixed up. This is because plastic and other inorganic materials must be removed from the compost
pile or they will pollute the soil. There's a lot of plastic in garbage, which makes it hard to compost on a
large scale.
One thing that is easier to do is burning garbage. There are two main ways to incinerate waste. The
first is to create or harvest a fuel from the waste, such as methane gas, and burn the fuel. The second
is to burn the waste directly. The heat from the incineration process can boil water, which can power
steam generators. Unfortunately, burning garbage pollutes the air. Also, some critics worry that
incinerators destroy valuable resources that could be recycled.
Usually, the community in which you live manages waste. Once you put your garbage in that can, what
happens to it is beyond your control. But you can make choices while it is still in your possession. You
can choose to recycle, you can choose to compost, or you can choose to let someone else deal with it.
The choice is yours.
1. Which best explains why the author begins the text by talking about magical garbage fairies?
a. He is putting a common misconception to rest.
b. He is trying to get the reader's attention.
c. He is addressing his concern in a serious way.
d. He is supporting his argument with evidence.
2. Which best defines the meaning of incineration as it is used in the text?
a. To bury waste materials in a large hole
b. To allow waste products to decompose and become fertilizer
c. To burn waste materials and harvest the energy
d. To turn waste materials into products like book covers
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3. Which was not cited in the third paragraph as an issue with landfilling?
a. Landfills are smelly.
b. Usable materials are wasted in landfills.
c. Landfills may pollute the water supply.
d. It is difficult to find locations for landfills.
4. Which conclusion could best be supported with text from the passage?
a. Each method of waste management has its drawbacks.
b. Recycling is without a doubt the best way to handle waste.
c. Incineration is the best way to process waste.
d. All large cities should create massive compost piles.
5. Which best expresses the main idea of the fourth paragraph?
a. Landfills take up a lot of space.
b. Composting is good for the soil but it can be hard to do.
c. The process of composting is very complicated and scientific.
d. There is a lot of plastic garbage in landfills.
6. Which best expresses the meaning of the word compacted as it is used in the third
paragraph?
a. Garbage is burned before it is thrown in a hole.
b. Garbage is put in trucks before it is thrown in a hole.
c. Garbage is crushed smaller before it is thrown in a hole.
d. Garbage is put in a can before it is thrown in a hole.
7. Which best expresses the author's main purpose in writing this?
a. To convince readers to recycle and compost
b. To persuade readers that recycling is a waste of resources
c. To compare and contrast recycling and landfilling
d. To inform readers of methods of waste management

8. Which is not included in this text?
a. A description of how trash is collected
b. A description of the uses of compost
c. A description of the two methods of incinerating trash
d. A description of how landfills have advanced over time
9. Which best explains why composting is not feasible on a large scale?
a. People wouldn't want to touch all of that gross rotting food.
b. It would smell too bad in densely populated cities.
c. It would attract rodents that would spread disease.
d. Plastic would get into the compost and turn it into a pollutant.
10. Which title best expresses the main idea of this text?
a. The Magic of Recycling: Bringing Back What Was Once Lost
b. Methods of Waste Management: Pros and Cons
c. Recycling, Landfilling, or Composting: Which is Best For You?
d. Do Your Part: How to Save the Earth by Recycling and Composting
Part of the Family
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We were all so excited to learn that Mom was going to let us adopt and add a new member to our family! My
brother, my two sisters, and I had worked for weeks to convince Mom that we were responsible enough to
have a new puppy. Many days after school I had visited the library and researched puppy training, the
proper feeding of a puppy, how to socialize a new puppy, and even the meanings of names one might
choose for a puppy. All of us had selected certain jobs that would need to be performed if we were lucky
enough to convince Mom to get a puppy. In order to prove to Mom that she would not be the only person
taking care of our new family member, we had divided the jobs among us and created a chart for the first
month. Finally, after several weeks of cajoling and wheedling, all our hard work and extra effort had been
successful. Mom gave in to our pleas and agreed to let us adopt a puppy!
Now the real work would begin. We decided to visit the Humane Society in order to select just the right
puppy to join our family. Of course, once we saw all the puppies and dogs available, none of us could decide
on only one. Each little face had its own special charm. Who could resist those big brown eyes? All the
puppies were so thrilled we were visiting them, but each was unaware that just one would be leaving with
us. They jumped, they yipped, they wagged their tails as if each had a motor attached. They joyfully licked
every bare inch of skin we had. How would we ever decide?
As we strolled through the aisles of kennels, I noticed one little bundle of fur. He sat off to the side of the
temporary home he shared with three other rambunctious puppies. He quietly watched as his unruly
housemates tried to be the most outgoing, the cutest, and the perfect pet for us by showing their
enthusiasm. As I walked closer to his corner, he peered at me and smiled a crooked puppy grin. His tail
wagged his entire body. He tentatively jumped up to greet me with a playful lap of his tongue and I noticed
his lopsided ears. One ear stood up just a little straighter than the other, giving the impression he was
listening quite closely to the words I was saying.
“Hi there, little buddy. What do you think?” I kind of cooed to him. He seemed to know it didn’t matter that he
was the smallest and the most reserved of the boisterous group of puppies occupying the kennel. I motioned
for my siblings to join me at the corner and introduced them to “Buddy.”
“This is him, this is Buddy! He needs us, I can tell,” I explained to my brother and sisters.
“I don’t know, he is so tiny and kind of funny looking,” my youngest sister observed.
“He has character,” I explained, feeling rather defensive of Buddy. He was not funny looking, he was
unique! “Look in his eyes. He knows what you are saying and his feelings are hurt!”
My sister looked at the little bundle of fur with the big eyes and the uneven ears. She reached out her hand,
and Buddy gave her a lick. “I’m sorry, Buddy, I didn’t mean to hurt your feelings,” she said. She looked as if
she might cry. “You’re right! Buddy has character.”
Mom joined our little group and introduced herself to our new friend. “Okay, Buddy, I guess you’re it! Do you
want to come home with us?”
As I watched the little dog’s reaction to her words, I could tell he understood. He again cocked his head to
one side and flashed us his crooked puppy smile as if to say he knew he was part of the family.

1. What is the perspective of the mom in the story?
A. She is reluctant to get a puppy because she would do all the work.
B. She is reluctant to get a puppy because she would have to spend money.
C. She is reluctant to get a puppy because she prefers cats.
D. She is reluctant to get a puppy because she is afraid of dogs.
2. What evidence shows the children are prepared for a puppy?
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A. They research puppy training and care.
B. They beg and plead with their mother.
C. They get jobs to raise money to buy the dog.
D. They research personalities of different breeds.
3. The author uses the word reserved in the passage. Which phrase best completes the analogy,
“Reserved is to active as __________”?
A. excitable is to energetic.
B. timid is to rowdy.
C. unruly is to naughty.
D. noisy is to loud.
4. In paragraph 7, the author is described as feeling defensive of Buddy. What is the meaning of the
word defensive?
A. wanting to capture Buddy
B. wanting to tease Buddy
C. wanting to protect Buddy
D. wanting to admire Buddy
5. What is the little dog’s reaction to Mom’s words, “Okay, Buddy, I guess you’re it”?
A. He gives a playful lap of his tongue.
B. He jumps up to greet the narrator.
C. He cocks his head to one side and flashes a smile.
D. He makes one ear stand up straighter
6. What is the main idea of the story?
A. following the process of adopting a new puppy
B. researching the responsibilities of caring for a puppy
C. convincing Mom to allow the adoption of a new puppy
D. determining the criteria for selecting a new puppy
7. From what point of view is the story told?
A. first person
B. second person
C. third person limited
D. third person omniscient
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Identifying Figurative Language in Lord of the Flies
Simile = a comparison of two or more things using like or as. (ex. She was as cute as a button.)
Metaphor = a comparison of two or more things NOT using like or as (ex. Her long hair was a
flowing golden river.)
Personification = Giving non living objects human characteristics (ex. Lightning danced across
the sky.)
Hyperbole = an exaggeration (ex. I walked a million miles to get here.)
Example: “I was the only boy in our school that had asthma," said the fat boy with a touch of
pride.
What technique is being used? Personification because pride can’t physically touch a person.
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Directions: Write which technique is being used on the line - simile, metaphor, personification,
or hyperbole.
1. Within the irregular arc of coral the lagoon was still as a mountain lake. _______________
2. The palms that still stood made a green roof. _________________
3. The incredible pool was only invaded by the sea at high tide. _________________
4. He turned over, holding his nose, and a golden light danced and shattered just over his face.
_________
5. Ralph paddled backwards, immersed his mouth and blew a jet of water into the air.
____________
6. "We've got to make smoke up there--or die." ______________
7. His ordinary voice sounded like a whisper after the harsh note of the conch. __________

Context Clues
Directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence
clues or your prior knowledge.
1. moderate: Jamie wants to keep the house spotless all of the time and Shannon is a total
slob, but I am a bit more moderate about cleanliness.
Definition: _________________________________________________
2. uncivil: Ladies, please stop the name calling. There is no reason to act uncivil. Let's
discuss the problem.
Definition: _________________________________________________
3. audible: A dog whistle makes a high-pitched sound that is only audible to dogs.
Definition:__________________________________________________
4. solemn: The mood in the church became very solemn when the bride began to walk
down the aisle. Definition:
__________________________________________________
5. disdain: She gives me this look of disdain ever since I shot up her dolls with my BB
gun. 
Definition: __________________________________________________
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SCIENCE ASSIGNMENT #1

ACROSS
4
uses the sun's energy to make food for plant cells
6
Makes protein
7
This is the "brain" of the cell. It controls all cell functions
8
surrounds the outside of the cell and controls what materials enter and exit the cell
DOWN
1
This organelle breaks down food for energy. It's nickname is the "powerhouse".
2
This organelle is ONLY found in plant cells. It is the strong outer layer of a plant cell
3
This is the fluid that fills the cell and holds all other organelles in place
5
This organelle is used for STORAGE of food, water, or waste.
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SCIENCE ASSIGNMENT #2
→ Read the following passage from ReadWorks. Answer questions that follow.

Human Microbiome: Your Body Is an Ecosystem
What Is an Ecosystem?
Forests, lakes, and caves are ecosystems, and each contains a unique mix of living things,
like plants and animals, and non-living things, like air, sunlight, rocks, and water. An ecosystem is
a community of living things that interact with each other and with the non-living things in their
environment. The human body is an ecosystem. We are home to trillions of microbes.

You Are an Ecosystem
The human body is also an ecosystem. We are home to thousands of kinds of bacteria,
viruses, fungi, and other microscopic organisms-trillions of them. There are more microbes living
on just your skin right now than there are people on Earth. And there are a thousand times more
than that in your gut! Together all the microbes in and on the human body form communities that
make up the human microbiome. Like fingerprints, no two human microbiomes are the same. You
aren't just an ecosystem -you are a unique ecosystem.

Humans & Microbes
To avoid contamination by other bacteria, biologists study the human microbiome in a
sterile environment. Microbes first appeared over 3.5 billion years ago. This makes them the oldest
form of life on Earth. Over the past six million years, humans and microbes have coevolved to form
complex relationships. Humans need a microbiome to stay healthy, and the microbiome needs
environments provided by the human body in order to survive. Just like the plants and animals in
an ocean or a desert, the species that make up a microbiome interact with each other. They rely on
these interactions in order to eat, grow, and reproduce. Different species of microbes live in
different places in and on our bodies. They are adapted to these environmental conditions, from
the cool, dry skin of your knee to the warm, moist darkness inside your mouth.

How Do Scientists Study the Human Microbiome?
How do scientists find out which organisms make up a human microbiome? They can do
experiments. James Meadows, a researcher at the University of Oregon, placed people in a "clean
room": a room as free of microbes as possible. (Microbes are everywhere.) Scientists sealed off
the room and sterilized it. They filtered the air to prevent microbes from coming in from the outside.
Then they divided the space into two rooms. One stayed empty. People entered the other room,
one at a time. After each person left, the researchers took a sample of the air in the room.
Scientists repeated the experiment many times, and could always tell which room had been
occupied. They could measure bacterial "clouds" in the room-bacteria that had come off the
person's body. Because every person's microbiome is unique, they could also identify different
people from their bacterial "clouds." Scientists are just beginning to understand what roles these
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organisms play in human health. Some species benefit us, like gut bacteria that help digest food.
Some cause harm, like pathogens that cause disease. Many simply coexist with us-it seems that
most species are either benign or beneficial to humans. Scientists call these bacteria commensal
(if they are harmless) or mutualistic (if they offer a benefit). Sometimes bacteria that are harmless
or beneficial in one place can cause problems in another.

Competition in the Biome
Just like organisms in any ecosystem, microorganisms within the microbiome compete with
each other for space and resources. They also prevent other organisms from entering the
ecosystem. Some of this competition benefits us. For example, a bacteria on our skin called
Bacillus subtilis competes with the fungus that causes athlete's foot, preventing the fungus from
infecting us. Scientists are studying how these microorganisms work in our bodies, and learning
about the balance between different bacterial communities. Products like antibacterial hand
sanitizers can wipe out all bacteria on a patch of skin, good and bad alike. Antibiotic drugs also
destroy helpful bacteria along with their targets. Fungi evolved the ability to produce anti-bacterial
chemicals as they competed with bacteria over millions of years of evolution. By studying these
fungi, scientists learned how to manufacture these anti-bacterial chemicals and turn them into
antibiotic drugs, which have saved millions of lives. At the same time studies suggest that rapidly
increasing antibiotic use in the United States has reduced the diversity of our microbiomes.

Being Healthy Means Having a Balanced Microbiome
We now understand that a diverse and balanced microbiome is essential for a strong
immune system. Some scientists think that infants who lack exposure to microorganisms develop a
higher rate of allergies, asthma, eczema, and other health problems. Studies also suggest that the
microbiome plays a role in obesity and in conditions like depression. The microbiome is so
important that it is like an additional organ. It is a part of the body that serves vital functions, like
the skin or kidneys. We need to preserve ecosystems in nature, so preserving our own ecosystem
is important too.

1. What is an ecosystem?
A. an experiment in which people were placed inside a room that was as free of microbes as
possible
B. a species of bacteria that can help protect our skin against fungi and yeast but can also
cause infections and life-threatening diseases
C. a community of living things that interact with each other and with the non-living things in
their environment
D. a group of scientists studying how microorganisms work in our bodies, and learning about
the balance among different bacterial communities
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2. To organize this text, the author divides it into sections with subheadings. What is
described in the section with the subheading "You Are an Ecosystem"?
A.
B.
C.
D.

microbes in and on the human body
plants and animals living in the ocean
an experiment in which scientists measured bacterial "clouds"
the effects of antibiotic drugs on our microbiomes

3. Humans and microbes have "complex relationships." What information in the article best
supports this statement?
A. Scientists call bacteria that are harmless to humans "commensal."
B. Antibacterial hand sanitizers can wipe out all bacteria on a patch of skin.
C. Microbes are the oldest form of life on Earth, having first appeared over 3.5 billion years
ago.
D. Some microbes benefit humans, while other microbes harm humans.
4. What effect do antibiotic drugs have on bacteria?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Antibiotic drugs kill bacteria outside the human body but not inside the human body.
Antibiotic drugs kill harmful bacteria but not helpful bacteria.
Antibiotic drugs kill helpful bacteria but not harmful bacteria.
Antibiotic drugs kill helpful bacteria and harmful bacteria.

5. What is the main idea of this text?
A.
B.
C.
D.

No two human microbiomes are the same.
The human body is a diverse ecosystem made up of microbes.
Some bacteria cause infections and even life-threatening diseases.
Some scientists think that infants who lack exposure to microorganisms develop a higher
rate of allergies.

6. What effect has "increasing antibiotic use in the United States" had on people's
microbiomes?

7. Why is having a diverse and balanced microbiome important?

8. What can people do to maintain a diverse and balanced microbiome? Support your
answer with evidence from the text.
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SCIENCE ASSIGNMENT #3
1. For each genotype below, indicate whether it is heterozygous (He) or homozygous (Ho)
AA_____ Ee_____ Ii_____ Mm_____ QQ_____ Uu_____ YY_____ Bb_____ ff_____ Jj_____
nn_____ rr_____ Vv_____ Zz_____ Cc_____ Gg_____ kk_____ oo_____ Ss_____ ww_____
DD_____ HH_____ LL_____ Pp_____ tt_____ XX_____

2. For each of the g
 enotypes below determine what p
 henotypes would be possible.
a. Tall plants are dominant to short plants.
TT___________________________________
Tt___________________________________
tt ___________________________________
b. Round seeds are dominant to wrinkled seeds.
RR ___________________________________
Rr ___________________________________
rr ___________________________________
c. Dimples are dominant to No Dimples
DD ___________________________________
Dd___________________________________
dd___________________________________
d. Round ears in cats are recessive.
EE___________________________________
Ee___________________________________
ee ___________________________________

3. For each p
 henotype b
 elow, list the g
 enotypes ( remember to use the letter of the
dominant trait)
a. Straight hair is dominant to curly.
_____________straight
_____________straight
_____________curly
b. Pointed heads are dominant to round heads.
_____________pointed
_____________pointed
_____________round
25

Practice with Punnett Squares using the problems below. Show your work in the space
to the right.

5. A RR (round seeded) plant is crossed with a rr
(wrinkle seeded) plant.
a. What percentage of the offspring will be
round seeded? __________
b. What percentage of the offspring will be
wrinkle seeded? __________

6. A Tt (tall) plant is crossed with a Tt (tall) plant
a. What percentage of the offspring will be
short? ___________
b. What percentage of the offspring will be
purebred tall? ___________

7. A heterozygous tall plant is crossed with a
homozygous tall plant.
a. What percentage of the offspring will be
homozygous dominant? ___________
b. What is the ratio of tall to short plants?
___________
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Social Studies
Read the following article and complete the attached quiz.

U.N. says Africa's locust outbreak needs $76
million "by, actually, now"
By Associated Press, adapted by Newsela staff on
02.10.20 Word Count 600
Level 1060L

Image 1. A farmer walks through swarms of desert locusts feeding on her crops, in Katitika village, Kitui county, Kenya, on January 24,
2020.
Desert locusts have swarmed into Kenya by the hundreds of millions from Somalia and Ethiopia, countries that haven't seen such
numbers in 25 years, destroying farmland and threatening an already food-insecure region. Photo: Ben Curtis/AP Photo

Parts of East Africa need help immediately for a locust outbreak, the United Nations (U.N.) said
January 30. It is the worst outbreak that those places have seen in 70 years. The area needs
some
$76 million to help control the outbreak, the U.N. said.
The U.N. is an organization of many countries that work together to promote
international cooperation.
Already A Hunger Situation

Dominique Bourgeon, emergencies director with the U.N. Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), gave a briefing in Rome, Italy. So far just $15 million has been
available to help stop the outbreak that threatens to worsen an already poor hunger
situation for millions of people in the countries of Kenya, Ethiopia, Somalia and elsewhere,
he said.
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Locusts are insects that look similar to grasshoppers. They are eating crops that farmers
have planted to feed people.
"You can imagine that a country that has not seen such a thing in 70 years is not wellprepared," Bourgeon said of Kenya. It is East Africa's economic center.
Favorable Climate For Locust Breeding

The outbreak is blamed in part on a changing climate. It now threatens to spread to the
countries of South Sudan and Uganda. New rains in the weeks to come will fuel fresh
vegetation, and more locusts are expected to breed. The outbreak might not be under
control until June when drier weather arrives, authorities have said.
However, by then the number of locusts, if left unchecked, could grow 500 times, experts
have warned.
"If after April the money has come, it's somehow useless," FAO chief Qu Dongyu told the
briefing. "So the timing, location, is crucial."
Already the locusts, moving in swarms of
hundreds of millions, have stripped some crops
bare. A representative from Ethiopia at the
briefing said that some farmers in Africa's
second-most populous nation have lost 90
percent of their production.
The locusts have been moving toward Ethiopia's
Rift Valley, the U.N. said. The valley is the
country's breadbasket for growing grain.
Authorities have said aerial pesticide spraying is
the only effective control in the outbreak.
Officials in Kenya and elsewhere have said more
lanes and more pesticide are needed.
A single swarm can have up to 150 million locusts per square kilometer of farmland, an
area the size of almost 250 football fields, authorities said. One especially large swarm in
northeastern Kenya measured 60 kilometers long by 40 kilometers wide. That is 37 miles
long by 25 miles wide.
Bugs Destroying Harvest

One farmer in Kenya's Kitui county, Esther Kithuka, said that they depend on this season. "We
worry that the locusts will destroy our harvest and we end up remaining hungry through the
rest of the year, waiting for October for the next cropping season," the farmer said.
Even before this outbreak, nearly 20 million people faced high levels of food insecurity
across the East African region. It has been challenged by droughts and floods.
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Climate change is believed to contribute to the problem. Heavy rains in East Africa made
2019 one of the region's wettest years on record, said climate scientist Abubakr Salih Babiker.
He blamed
rapidly warming waters in the Indian Ocean off Africa's eastern coast. That also spawned
an unusual number of strong tropical cyclones off Africa in 2019.
Heavy rainfall and higher temperatures create favorable conditions for locust breeding. In
this case, the conditions have become "exceptional," he said.
Quiz
1

Read the following statement.

Delayed assistance has already allowed the locust outbreak to cause significant damage.
Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support for the above statement?
(A)

New rains in the weeks to come will fuel fresh vegetation, and more locusts are expected to breed.

(B)

A representative from Ethiopia at the briefing said that some farmers in Africa's second-most
populous nation have lost 90 percent of their production.

(C)

The locusts have been moving toward Ethiopia's Rift Valley, the U.N. said.

(D)

"We worry that the locusts will destroy our harvest and we end up remaining hungry through the
rest of the year, waiting for October for the next cropping season," the farmer said.

2

Read the following paragraph from the section "Favorable Climate For Locust Breeding."

A single swarm can have up to 150 million locusts per square kilometer of farmland, an area
the size of almost 250 football fields, authorities said. One especially large swarm in
northeastern Kenya measured 60 kilometers long by 40 kilometers wide. That is 37 miles
long by 25 miles
wide.
What conclusion is BEST supported by the paragraph above?

3

4

(A)

Locusts are an especially big problem in Kenya because of the size of its farms.

(B)

Locusts moving in smaller swarms are unable to cause much damage to crops.

(C)

Locusts have never been previously seen in such large numbers by people in Kenya.

(D)

Locusts are able to destroy huge numbers of crops over a large area in a short time.

Which of the following MOST influenced the severity of this year's locust outbreak?
(A)

the heavy rainfall and high temperatures resulting from climate change

(B)

the fact that locusts have not been present in Kenya for 70 years

(C)

the failure of farmers to effectively spray their crops with pesticides

(D)

the concentration of grain in the breadbasket of Ethiopia's Rift Valley

According to the article, WHY is stopping the locust outbreak in East Africa especially urgent?
(A)

The locusts are moving quickly and might spread to other continents of the world.

(B)

Millions of people are already facing food insecurity due to floods and drought.

(C)

The outbreak could last until June instead of ending in April like it usually does.

(D)

Scientists are worried about strong tropical cyclones that will cause addi
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